Teaching Group Drumming to Mental Health Professionals
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The author John Updike is quoted as saying “What art offers is space—a certain breathing room for the spirit.” Over the past 10 years, there has been a growing recognition of the healing and restorative power of the arts. Music, art, poetry, and movement therapy are commonly being introduced into healthcare settings. An organization, the Society for the Arts in Healthcare (www.sah.org), has been formed to demonstrate the valuable role that the arts can play in enhancing the healing process. The Society also provides resources and education to healthcare and arts professionals and encourages and supports research on the beneficial effects of the arts in healthcare.

In the column this month, Ping Ho and her colleagues describe an innovative program at UCLA where drumming was taught to mental health professionals who, in turn, were encouraged to bring drumming to public school classrooms in underserved areas. The evidence described below suggests that the mental health professionals were receptive to education and roughly a third of those who went through the training, in turn, offered a program to clients in the school. – MJK

There is strong evidence from the field of psychoneuroimmunology that stress reduction and social support improve health and resistance to disease.1,2 Ping Ho and colleagues recently completed a study that focused on the use of drumming in a Los Angeles public school with low-income children. They reported that group drumming, integrated with activities from group counseling, led to significant improvements in a wide spectrum of social-emotional behaviors.3 Significant reductions in the intervention group compared to controls were found in overall problem behavior and in behaviors reflective of specific problems, such as withdrawn/depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, attention deficit/hyperactivity, oppositional defiance, and sluggish cognitive tempo. In this study, a school counselor with no music experience was used to deliver the intervention that was designed to accommodate an entire classroom of children, including children with special needs and abilities.

Curious as to whether it was possible to educate a group of health professionals on the use of the drumming program, the research team sought support from integrative health advocate Remo Belli (founder and CEO of Remo, Inc) that enabled them to offer free professional development training to an entire division of mental health professionals largely serving elementary youth in underperforming schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District—the second largest school district in the nation. The training took place over a period of two days in October 2008. Day 1 was an experiential overview of the entire program; Day 2 allowed for more intensive practice in leading components of the program. Attendance at both training days was required in order to receive curriculum materials. Continuing education units were offered for participation, and all participants were encouraged by their division head to attend both days of training.

Sixty-seven out of 86 participants (78%) attended both training days. t test analyses of pre-post surveys indicated that trainees acquired significant knowledge of the material from pretest Day 1 to posttest Day 1 (P < .0001) and from posttest Day 1 to posttest Day 2 (P < .01).

By the end of one year, all 86 participants were surveyed by telephone or email regarding whether or not they had implemented any form of drumming in their school settings within the academic year in which they received the training. Twenty-six (30%) reported that they had implemented some form of drumming; twenty-one had attended both days of training, three had attended the first day only, and two had attended the second day only. Implementation ranged from full program delivery with school purchase of up to 30 lap-height hand drums, to the creative use of one frame drum passed around to small numbers of children in counseling groups. In the latter case, one counselor recounted:

I used the one drum I had to encourage kids to talk about their problems and to have them give information verbally and with rhythm on the drum. A lot of them would synchronize their words with the rhythm,
which enabled them to at once have a show and also a useful experience. The kids loved it. Sometimes I had kids who were referred for acting out; others [were referred] for withdrawn behavior and poor self-image. I would balance the groups to optimize them. I noticed improvements in behavior with a greater sense of cooperation between the children. Working in groups with music can be helpful with kids because the children who were shy or acting out would bring each other’s qualities out in one another to level each other out. Some of these children if put together previously would have been fighting. Then they became a group and you don’t beat up a member of your group. I really appreciated the training.

Predictors of implementation included:

- Satisfaction with the training program (a composite of ratings on communication effectiveness of presenters, program organization, and helpfulness of audiovisual aids) at posttest Day 1 (P < .02)
- Confidence in the ability to implement the program at pretest Day 1 (P < .01) and posttest Day 2 (P < .003)
- Beliefs about preparedness for program delivery (a composite of ratings on the helpfulness of experiential training, and feelings of adequacy in preparation for delivery of drumming and self-disclosure aspects of the program) at posttest Day 2 (P < .0004)
- Interest in the drumming aspect of the training program at posttest Day 2 (P < .0007)
- Perceived barriers to implementation (a composite of ratings on scheduling, administrative support, teacher support, funding for equipment, storage of equipment, and space availability) at posttest Day 1 (P < .05)
- Teacher support as a perceived barrier to implementation at posttest Day 1 (P < .05)
- Space availability for program delivery as a perceived barrier to implementation at posttest Day 1 (P < .02)

Their increasing lack of access to care, and the critical role that schools play as their primary source of mental health support. In addition, it offers a means of addressing the rising societal healthcare burden from chronic diseases rooted in emotions and behavior. The one-year results of the training program demonstrate not only the perceived value of drumming as a therapeutic tool but also the possibility of training mental health professionals to deliver it.

The variables predicting implementation represent potential target areas to be addressed in future training programs, and they may also help to identify participants to whom additional support should be offered. Among those that did not implement the program, many expressed the desire to do so in the future; therefore, many counselor trainees, regardless of whether or not they had actually implemented the program, would be potential advocates of the arts as a therapeutic tool. Diffusion of Innovations Theory asserts that information forwarded from interpersonal channels, particularly among near peers, is more effective than information from other sources in getting individuals to adopt new behaviors or ideas.

We know from national surveys that cultural creatives and persons who have had a transformative experience are more likely to use complementary and alternative medicine. The process of creative expression reveals unconscious information that can facilitate insight in a transformative way. Arts-based therapeutic activities are easy to implement in places such as healthcare settings and schools—where nearly everyone travels.

We need creative solutions for the healthcare challenges that we face as a society. An arts-based model of care can not only enhance the environment of medicine but also provide a public health safety net. Moreover, it may prove to be viable in changing the culture of medicine. Arts-based therapeutic programs offer accessible, nonverbal, and universal tools for improving health by reducing stress and increasing social support—without the stigma of therapy.
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